Record N. 1
The Selection Board convenes on June 29th at 12.00 in the premises of the Centre V.

Arangio-Ruiz to establish the criteria for admitting to participate in the International Summer

School “The roots of the European legal culture. Ancient texts and documents between
language and law” and for the assignment of contributions.

The following professors are present: Carla Masi Doria, Director of the Centro V.

Arangio-Ruiz, Cosimo Cascione, Francesca Reduzzi, Giovanna Daniela Merola, Annamaria

Salomone.

After a thorough debate the following concurrent criteria are set:

1) Law degree and/or in the field of humanities;
2) academic activity;

3) preference for the younger applicants;
4) publications in law and/or classics;
5) other academic titles;

6) possible specific personal statement;

only for the assignment of contributions:
7) distance from the place where the course will be held (one intends European country
in a geographical sense and with reference to the applicant’s current residence).

The meeting, as recorded, ends at 12,30.
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Record N. 2
At 12.45 the Selection Board meets and proceeds to examine the applications together

with the curricula submitted by the candidates.

All the Board members declare that they are not in a situation of incompatibility,

especially in those stated in art. 51 c.p.c.

The Board proceeds to elaborate the evaluations, to write the lists and to assign the

contributions.

The Board, appreciating the high number and the special quality of the submitted

applications and pleased for the success of the call, decides to increase the number of the
admitted applicants and to offer two more contributions, each of euro 500, for the

applications coming from European countries (in total 3 for non European countries and 5

per European countries), and to reduce from 150 to 50 euros (thanks to funding received by
the University Federico II of Naples) the second part of the enrolment fee.

Here attached is the list of the applicants admitted to the School, in alphabetical order

with indication of the applicants who could not be evaluated for not having submitted the

necessary data (attachment 1); lists of the applicants who have requested the contributions
with the beneficiaries emphasized in bold (attachment 2).

The admitted applicants must accept sending an email to centro-arangio-ruiz@unina.it

and cc it to dcolaian@unina.it within a fortnight (15 days) from the publication of the results,
attaching a copy of the bank transfer of 100 €.

The beneficiaries of the contributions who intend to decline must send a written

renunciation to centro-arangio-ruiz@unina.it and cc it at dcolaian@unina.it within a fortnight

(15 days) from the publication of the results. In case of renunciation, the admitted applicants
who follow may replace them according to the order of the published list.
The meeting, as recorded, ends at 19,00.
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